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Our Place: Communications Project Manager 
 
 
Our Place Wye is keen to commission a communications project manager.  
 
The Our Place Wye programme aims to nurture a more inclusive and integrated community, 
which is more resilient and responsive to individual needs, age and social profile, and 
stimulates a healthy, caring and sustainable community in Wye, and the surrounding area. 
 
The Communications Project Manager will be commissioned to devise and implement a new 
system of communications in the village of Wye in Kent based around Facebook. 
 
Our aim will be to enhance community awareness and involvement through this new system 
so that existing initiatives can grow even stronger and involve more of the community. 
Volunteers will be recruited for the community lunch, for example, and the emerging social 
care cooperative. 
 
While the role is remunerated, the person selected will be carrying out the work on a 
freelance basis. ie. they will not become an employee of Our Place. The work would 
therefore perhaps suit someone who is already self-employed or who would see this role as 
a means of starting self-employment. 
 
 
Key responsibilities & activities 
 

- To set up a Facebook group site called Our Place Wye. 
 

- To consult and devise a protocol for village residents to adhere to when posting on 
the site. 

 
- To invite existing Facebook users to join the group and to contribute by posting 

material of interest to the community 
 

- To visit existing groups, clubs and societies in the community on at least five 
separate occasions to promote the site and to identify members of these existing 
groups who would be prepared to submit information relating to the group’s 
activities 

 
- To carry out at least one (but no more than three) group training session(s) in the 

community for between 10 and 20 people in total to explain how Facebook works 
and how they can benefit from using the site. These sessions should be targeted at 
those who are not familiar with Facebook (in particular the elderly and more isolated 
members of the community) 
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- To carry out moderation on the site to remove posts that do not conform with the 

accepted protocol 
 

- To make sure that groups have permissions in place for the use of pictures both for 
their own Facebook pages and for the Our Place Wye group page 

 
- From December 2017, to take material from the group Facebook page once every 

month and compile into newsletter format for distribution around the community 
targeting those in particular who do not have access to the internet 

 
- Liaison with printer to have newsletter printed 

 
- Liaison with existing Scouts with a view to distribution of the newsletter 

 
- Our Place Wye and other groups in Wye intend to use the site to call for volunteers 

to carry out tasks that need doing in the community. We will be asking the 
Communications Project Manager to log both these requests for help and also the 
response. We will need this data to be available at the end of the project as evidence 
as to the success (or otherwise) of the project 

 
- While the response may be visible online, it may sometimes be necessary for the 

Communications Project Manager to contact the management of Our Place Wye or 
the group/club/society concerned with details as to is prepared to carry out the task 

 
- The post is advertised for a year and is funded by the National Lottery – Awards for 

All. However, Our Place Wye may look to extend the position by sourcing possible 
advertisers both for the online site and for the newsletter. The Communications 
Project Manager will be required to help facilitate this transition from grant to private 
funding. 

 
- The Communications Project Manager will be answerable to the Our Place Project 

Management Group. 
 

- The Communications Project Manager will be appointed in September/October 2017 
and will have review meetings with at least two members of the Our Place 
Management Committee in December 2017, March 2018, June 2018 and September 
2018. 
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Competency Requirements for Communications Project Manager 
 
 
Essential   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Good working knowledge 
of Facebook 
 
Teaching ability 
 
Writing ability 
 
Knowledge of online safety 
and rights issues 
 
Knowledge of what 
constitutes online bullying 
 
Diplomatic skills – a strong 
sense of fair play 
 
Good organisational skills 
 
Good knowledge of the 
village of Wye and the 
surrounding area 
 
A belief in the importance 
of the local community 
 
Demonstrate a positive 
desire to achieve results 
 
Ability to prioritise and 
complete work in a 
pressured environment.  
 
Appropriate level of data 
protection, security and 
confidentiality awareness 
 
Appropriate level of IT and 
keyboard skills.  
 
A DBS check (or 
preparedness to have one 
done) 
 
Ability to manage a budget 
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Interaction with  
Local community  

As one of the representatives of Our 
Place Wye, we need the appointed 
Communications Project Manager to be 
universally respected and be prepared to 
embrace all sections of the community 

 
Health, Safety and Welfare  

 
Able to demonstrate good general 
understanding of Health, Safety and 
Welfare policies and procedures  
Expertise in risk evaluation and 
management.  
 

Striving for Continuous 
Improvement  

Able to show a commitment to a learning 
culture  
 
Able to give examples of flexible and 
positive response to change  
 

Diversity and Equality  Ability to understand the concept of 
diversity and respect for others and be 
committed to these issues  
 

Teamworking and Delivering in 
Partnership  

Able to give examples of the ability to 
work effectively as part of a team but 
also on own initiative.  
 
Well-developed stakeholder management 
skills 

   

Leading and Developing others  Demonstrate ability to support, 
encourage, motivate and lead others.  
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Activity  Dates Main 
Advertise position  1 Sept 2017  

Interview and appointment Before end of Sept 

2017 

Commence working   Prior to 15 Oct 

2017  

Group FB page up and 
running  

Prior to end of 

October 

2017  

First newsletter distributed  Prior to end of 

October 2017  

Facebook training 
 

Feb-May 2017 

Regular reviews of 
performance/ take up of site 

In Dec 2017, 

March, June and 

Sept 2018 
 
 
Remuneration 
 
This Communications Project Manager will be paid to complete various tasks: 
 
Establishment of Facebook group and protocol and liaison with existing Facebook users in 
the community: £400 
Publicising the site and teaching between 10 and 20 elderly citizens in use of Facebook: 
£500 
Moderation of site between 1 December 2017 and 30 September 2018: £1500 
Writing of monthly newsletter (between 10 and 12 editions): £1600 
Logging of volunteer placements and facilitation/ attendance at four review meetings to 
discuss progress: £700 
 

 
 


